
Basho====s The Narrow Road 
 
 
 

Notes on the Introduction 

 
< Pages 9-19 are a history of haiku.  Several points, including linked verses (12-16), the season and 

Abreaking@ words (14), and metaphors (18), are particularly important.  
 

If you need additional information on the structure of haiku poetry (specifically the seasonal and 
breaking words), consult the 7

th
 document under What is Nature:  Basho in the online WHGC 

faculty guide. 
 
< Pages 19-48 discuss Basho=s life and literary work, including his early life (19-22), changing his 

name (26), his practice of Zen (27), and the composition of The Narrow Road (37-44). 
 

If you want detailed historical and biographical information about Basho and the text, consult the 
first document under What is Nature:  Basho in the online WHGC faculty guide.  

 
 

Day 1 Discussion  
 
Since we are working with a translation, and we are emphasizing short, poetic passages, it might be 
useful to have students to compare different English versions of the same haiku.  Ask students to consider 
the degree to which translation itself affects our understanding of the work.  
 
Some commentary: 
 
< Japanese haiku have seventeen syllables in three lines of 5, 7 and 5 syllables. Some English 

translators stick to this same syllable pattern in English, and this is called in English strict-form 
haiku. Many translators, however, feel free to use any short verse, usually shorter than seventeen 
syllables, and this is called free-form haiku (from the United Kingdom=s Virtual Teacher Centre, 
www.haiku.insouthsea.co.uk/index.htm). 

 
< In the comparisons below, not only are the words different, but the forms differ as well.  The 

original is in three lines, but Nobuyuki chooses to make it four.  The original is lined up, but Britton 
chooses to indent each line further than the last.  The original has no punctuation, but each of 
these translators has chosen to punctuate the words to assist English speakers.  Each translator 
has thus attempted to give us a feel for the Alook,@ which will add meaning to the words (from Barb 
Podkowka, Virginia Beach Friends School, for Indiana University=s Japan Studies program, 
www.indiana.edu/~japan/LP/pdfs/Narrow-Podkowka.pdf). 

 
< Interestingly, the U.K.=s Virtual Teacher Centre makes the following statement about our WHGC 

edition: ATranslators have adopted different policies when searching for an English equivalent: 
some tried using rhyme (this did not catch on and is now a dead-end); some used a fuller 
four-line form which looked more like a native English quatrain, notably Noboyuki Yuasa 
who translated the Penguin Classics version of Basho's The Narrow Road to the Deep 
North (this did not catch on either). There are two styles which have survived: a small group of 
translators and writers reproduce the Japanese syllabic pattern exactly in English; and a much 
larger group keep the translations as minimal as possible, on the grounds that the striking 
features of haiku are shortness and spareness. 

 
 
 



Comparison Set #1:  The very first haiku in The Narrow Road 

 
Nobuyuki Yuasa (our WHGC edition, p. 98) translates it as follows: 
 

Behind this door       
Now buried in deep grass 
A different generation will celebrate 
The Festival of Dolls  

 
Dorothy Britton, in A Haiku Journey: Basho's Narrow Road to a Far Province (Kodansha International, 
2002, p. 30), translates the same haiku as: 
 

This rude hermit cell       
Will be different now, knowing Doll=s  

Festival as well 
 
Donald Keene, in Anthology of Japanese Literature (Grove Press, 1960:363) translates the haiku as: 
 

Even a thatched hut 
In this changing world may turn 
Into a doll=s house  

 
 

Comparison Set #2 

 
Nobuyuki (p. 100): 
 

It was with awe 
That I beheld 
Fresh leaves, green leaves 
Bright in the sun. 

 
Britton (p. 33):         
 

O holy, hallowed shrine! 
How green all the fresh young leaves 

In thy bright sun shine! 
 
 

Comparison Set #3 

 
Nobuyuki (p. 101) 
 

Silent while in a cave, 
I watched a waterfall, 
For the first of 
The summer observances 

 
Britton (p. 34) 
 

There we did begin, 
Cloistered in that waterfall, 

Our summer discipline. 
 



Day 1 Discussion 
The Narrow Road as travel narrative 

 
To get things rolling, you might ask students about any journeys they have taken on their own.  Have them 
reveal the length and purpose of their journeys.  Ask them what they do to remember their travel 
experiences (perhaps photographs, diaries, or blogs) As an alternative, you might ask them to come up 
with examples associated with literary or cinematic journeys.   
 

< Why does Basho decide to travel? What does he expect to find?  
 

< How does Basho remember each place on the journey? (writing haikus, of course)  
 

< What are some of the places Basho visits and the relationship between that place and his 
poetic description?  This could be done in small groups, with each group assigned a 
particular episode. 

 
< As a lead-in example, consider pages 99-101.  Basho and Sora visit Mount Nikko, a 

shrine.  In this episode, he describes an innkeeper, the history of the shrine, a mountain in 
the distance, and a waterfall.  Highlight the descriptive details, the religious significance of 
the site, and the relationship between the location and the associated haikus. 

 
Come back to a general discussion of place and the meaning we give to natural and cultural sites. 
 
Place as a concept:  
 

In common usage, place is a synonym for location.  In human geography, however, the 
two have distinct definitions.  Location refers to the ordering of space either through 
relative terms (south of here, west of there) or through precise mathematical reckoning 
(i.e., the latitude and longitude grid system).    

 
Place, on the other hand, refers to the unique combination of human and physical 
attributes that give meaning to a location, that make it Aspecial@ in the eyes of inhabitants 
or visitors.  As such, geographers refer to a site=s Asense of place.@   All locations 
inhabited by humans have a sense of place B some are just better known than others.  
Place tends to evoke very intense feelings in people.  

 
As a simple illustration, consider the town of Tarpon Springs.  The town=s identity is a 
product of its historic sponge-diving economy by Greek immigrants.  Hence, one finds a 
physical attribute (a coastal location where marine sponges live) combined with human 
attributes in the form of Greek cultural traditions.   

 
The following excerpt is from an article titled ACultural Geography as Discovery@ by 
Christopher Salter (in Re-Reading Cultural Geography, p. 431, U. Texas Press, 1994):     

     
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Day 2 Assignment 

 
 
I believe Tony Brunello called his version of this assignment AThe Narrow Road to the Deep Campus.@ 
 
 
 
The assignment: Write your own Basho inspired travelogue, including at least ONE haiku. The 

Haiku must obey the Arules@ of 17 syllables in 3-4 lines, mention of a season, and 
inclusion of a Abreaking@ word (refer to p. 14 of the text). 

 
You must take a Ajourney@ to some location outdoors on campus (the 
Abeach,@ a palm tree, a pond, a fire ant hill, etc)  You must (as Basho did) write 
an account of your preparations, your journey, and your experience B all to 
accompany your haiku.  Basically, you need to write a one-page version of The 
Narrow Road to the Deep North.  Give your version a similar title.  The subject 
should be some aspect of nature. 

 
 
 
For the Student: First, take your time. Go to your spot and spend a good while (several minutes to 

half an hour) in contemplation, searching for unusual or interesting details in the 
nature around you.  Try to gain a sense of connectedness to the natural object 
that you seek to write about. 

 
Second, don=t be afraid to refine your haiku. Keep it in your head a while, playing 
with the words, to make sure they feel right. 

 
Third, make sure every word counts.  Always seek to weed out words that don=t 
carry much weight, so that every syllable is working to enrich or twist the meaning 
to multiple interpretations.   

 
 
 
For the Instructor: You might ask the students to also make a sketch of the natural object or site. 
 

In the weeks to come, consider having each student go back to the same spot to 
write about the place as Darwin or Wilson might, to sketch it as an artist, or 
perhaps to contemplate its significance as Hawking might. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



General Discussion Questions (Day 1 or 2) 
 
 
 

1. From your reading of Basho, which of the following aspects do you feel predominates: 

 

a) The personal   c) The universal 
b) The ethnic/national   d) The aesthetic 

 
What passages or recurring ideas/motifs/themes support your position? 

 
 

Response passages: AThe gods . . .@ (97); Aas if the merciful Buddha . . .@ (100); Apurifying 
power@ (122); Athe whole mountain@ (125). 

 
 

2. What elements of nature does Basho emphasize, and what does he seek to convey 

about life through his depiction of nature? How is nature linked to history and 

culture? 

 

Response passages: Achesnut by the eaves@ (108); AI saw in front of me a cherry tree . . 

.@ (126); Aa pair of faithful osprey@ (130). 

 

3. How does the journey change as Basho enters deeper and deeper into the northern 

region? 

 

Response passages: Adarkness overtook me@ (120); Ariver was swollen@ (123); AI 

reached the summit@ (125). 

 

4. What common themes do you perceive between this text and works encountered in the 

first part of Western Heritage in a Global Context? How does Basho====s journey differ 

from those of Gilgamesh and Odysseus? 

 

 

5. Consider the poems that appear below.  In what ways do the poems connect to the 

theme of nature as presented in Basho? 

 

 

AUTUMN       DUST OF SNOW 
by Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)    by Robert Frost (1874-1963) 

 
The leaves are falling, falling as from way off,   The way a crow 
as though far gardens withered in the skies;   Shook down on me 
they are falling with denying gestures.    The dust of snow 
And in the nights the heavy earth is falling   From a hemlock tree 
from all the stars down into loneliness.    Has given my heart 
We all are falling. This hand falls.    A change of mood 
And look at others: it is in them all.    And saved some part 
And yet there is one who holds this falling   Of a day I had rued. 
endlessly gently in his hands. 


